2003 hyundai tiburon tail lights

Honda City helped make these videos. The brake lights on your Hyundai Tiburon illuminate
when you hit the brake pedal and help prevent you from being rear ended by the cars behind
you. Brake light bulbs grow dimmer over time and eventually burn out. This video shows you
how to change the brake lights on your Hyundai Tiburon. When you replace the brake light bulb
on your Tiburon, be careful not to touch the bulb directly with your fingers - the oil from your
skin will cause the area that you touched to burn hotter than the rest of the bulb, which causes
the bulb to burn out quicker. If you are going to replace a bulb in your cluster, it is a good idea
to replace all of them. Not only will the lights on your Tiburon be brighter, you decrease the
likelihood you will need to change any of the bulbs again in the near future. A burnt out bulb in
the taillight cluster of your Tiburon is an excuse for a police officer to pull you over. Check your
bulbs frequently and change burnt bulbs promptly. Hans Angermeier has produced over ,
videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair
procedures covering the majority of cars on the road. Do you ever get into your friend's car and
notice a bad smell? A dirty cabin air filter could be the culprit. If your brake fluid is a little low,
learn how to add some here. Ignoring a low level leads to big problems. Car companies often
use the same engines in different cars. They also slightly alter the styling and sell the same car
by two different names amongst other tricks to help offset development costs. Our system
selects the most applicable video for your car based, in part, on these characteristics. The video
displayed may not look exactly like your car, but may be relevant enough for you to get a good
idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Share on. Full list of part and tools.
Author Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their
cars. Change the parking light. Small bulbs that burn out regularly - did you know you can
replace these with LED lights? Bad odors inside? Check this. Add brake fluid. See all videos for
the Hyundai Tiburon. We have a massive and growing video library, but we don't have
everything It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! I
just recently got a Hyundai Tiburon. I am noticing a lot of people are commenting about how
their blinkers stay on or freeze; my problem though is that my blinkers and caution lights will
not come on at all. Do you think i just need to replace the relay like everyone else or is there a
different problem? The last owner thinks it needs a new fuse but I assume those are more
expensive and would hate to buy it if its not needed. Also, I noticed a "Ticking" sound when i
turn my car on, we looked under the hood and noticed there was something sparking on the left
side under the engine, any ideas? Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit
Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros.
October edited July in Hyundai. I have a Tib with under K on it an have just been told the main
computer has an electrical short and needs to be replaced. It is causing the left side hazard
lights to remain lit after the car is turned off. Has anyone heard of this before and does Hyundai
have any secret or hidden warranties for such. This seems awfully early in the cars life for a
computer failure doesnt it. Regular checks at dealer, well maintained???? October I am not
certain about the extent of the issue other than what you described but ,K is so late in the car's
life :P Of course, I think you meant , or K. Still, it is not early in a car's life. The model year may
be recent but , is not. It does sound like a legit issue and probably does need replacement.
However, if you are uncertain, as your post reflects, I'd seek a second opinion from a local
mechanic or something. February I realize I'm a couple of months late, but If you havn't spanet
the money on a new computer yet yours can be fixed pretty easly. It a relay in the BCM thats
bad. I just did one for one of my customers in November. I have the paperwork here somewere.
If you still need it repost and let me know. It takes 2 or 3 days to order the relay and about 2.
March I'm having the same problem with my Tiburon. Your post has given me hope! In your
opinion, is this a repair that most auto mechanics could successfully do or is it really
complicated? It is not a hard repair at all. As to whether a mechanic can do it, it depends. All
that is required is someone who is proficient with a soldering iron. Too much heat on the BCM's
circuit board will ruin your whole day. Getting the BCM out is easy, if you or your mechanic
don't feel secure enough to unsolder the relay and resolder the new one, you can run the BCM
to any TV or radio repair shop who would be able to do it while you wait. It takes less than 10
minutes to replace the relay its self. This is really a simple procedure so don't feel
apprehensive. By the way this type of procedure can be done for most cars. I started out in with
the fords, they too thought it was a good idea to put the blinker control in the BCM. Good luck
and if you need anything further please feel free to post a message. My car started doing this
this morning, with no problems before now with lights. So is it for sure the relay, and if you take
it to the dealer to fix it, how much does it cost, or can I take it to my local mechanic? I have
spoke to my hyundai dealer and told them that this seems to be a common problem with these
cars, and wanted to know if I could get it covered under my warranty even though it just
expired. Hopefully they will be nice and cover it for me if this is the problem. Is there any way to

just bypass this and not mess with it? August Yup, had the same problem, plus a million others.
I am definetely not impressed with the 's. My son had one as well and ended up with pretty
much the identical problem. Can anyone tell me how to replace a bulb for the break lights?
September November How do you get the cover off to replace the interior dome lights on a
Hyundai Tiburon? Yes this is the relay. I let my son in law replace all three relays and it works
fine. He tested the relays and I actually had two bad ones so he went ahead and replaced all
three. The dealership just wants to replace the whole bcm and that is costly. I'm about to try this
fix. My problem is both my left and right blinkers are frozen. It was just my right for a while, now
it's both. I took it in and was told it was the module, and it would be bucks for a new part. What I
am wondering, having looked at the PDF file, on the board there are two relays. Is it one per
blinker side, or do I just need to replace the one top relay to fix the whole thing? I just ordered
one replacement relay. Just need to know if I need to order a second one. The replacement relay
will not be the same part number since the dealer uses in house part numbers. The replacement
relay's are actualy higher wattage ratings so they will last forever. But, don't get worried it's not
that difficult. My wife has a Hyundai Tiburon and I have this same problem with the left blinker
stuck on , which I have read is caused by the BCM. Can anyone tell me where you order the
relays from, and what the part number is for them? Thankyou for any help you can give me.
April Hey pheonix3 Im having the same trouble with my 04 tiburon and was wondering if you
know if im suppose to get the relay off the dealer or get it off line because im having a hard time
finding one. I got mine off line. The company I got mine from made me buy six of them because I
had to spend a minimum amount of money to order. I dont know if they have a minimum order
when I called them back when I needed mine they were on back order so i went with a different
company. I hope this helps. Here is the site that shows how to repair it also. It worked on my
wifes car. May It's also posted at the begining of this thread. July I want to buy a new GPS
Navigation. Could you give me some advices. God bless u,thank u. July edited July I just
bought my 04 tiburon in Jan. The only problems I noticed was the driver's window didn't work
right and the next day my speedometer started messing up and I found out my cruise didn't
work either. Then I started noticing my mpg started going down just a few less then it had been
reg oil change. The thing that worried me is it started to feel like it was shifting slightly harder
then usual. My fiance thought I was just being over whatever about my car. Then I got pulled
over cause a cop said my brake lights weren't working only the middle one on the hatch. I told
him that they worked when we checked them and then went straight home and checked and
they worked. A few days later my fiance noticed the same thing but it wasn't that they didn't
work just way too dim to see in the day time. Now I notice that my headlights dim when it shifts
and that the dash lights don't work right. The dim switch doesn't work and they come on
dimmest and randomly turn to brightest at their convenience while driving and stay that way. I
think it's electrical and he wants to replace the whole lamp housing and everything without
getting it checked. Is their any way I can check simple stuff before taking it to be seen about?
We do most simple repairs and up keeps at home to save money. Both my dad and step dad are
mechanics but don't have much experience with hyundai and can't come check it out without
taking a day off. Start by removing the battery cables and cleaning them and the battery post. If
the cables have after market end on them replace them. Make sure the battery is full of fluids in
all cells. Then put the cables back on the battery. Then get a voltage meter and check the dc
voltage at the battery with the engine running should be between Then switch the voltage meter
to ac volts and check again with the engine running, if there is 50 or more ac volts showing you
probably have a bad alternator. If after doing all this you still have the problems then
temporarily connect a large gauge wire from a metal part of the engine keep it away from
moving parts and connect the other end to the body somewhere that will make a good
connection. Drive it for awhile to see if that helped. It sounds like a voltage fluctuation or a
corroded ground wire. If these don't work then start looking at the BCM computer but it doesn't
sound like it. Good luck. I took it to the shop to get them to look at it because the cables were
fine and I don't have a voltmeter. When I checked the cables I found out my battery wasn't
fastened down right so I got them to fix that too. They said that my alternator belt was loose and
I had metal shavings on my speed sensor. How would metal shavings get on a speed sensor
and how come when I looked under the hood I found a crack in my radiator they didn't even see
when they checked everything out and topped my fluids off?? How do you replace the blower
motor switch on a Hyundai Tiburon? My blower works on speeds one and two, but will not work
on speeds three and four. I was told it was the resistor, but that was replaced and did not fix the
problem. I was then told it was the switch. I'm going to do it myself to save some money, just
have no idea how to replace it. December I had a similar problem mine worked on 3 and 4 but
not 1 and 2 and did lots of research. Ended up learning that something in the electronics of the
blower switch can cause the casing to melt a little so the clips don't work well or at all. This

mean the potentiometer gets a bad connection, hence only working on a couple of the settings.
You can do a temporary diy fix by glueing the back end to the cylinder, but that'll eventually fail
and you'll need to just replace the whole thing. I know there's one in there someone cause that's
what I used to fix mine. Good luck! That's were were you can order the relay from sorry I don't
have the order number off hand. I'm going to tell you prepare for a days work. You have to pull
off the whole BCM, front panel and be a mental wizard to unplug a lot of the connections. Once
you get it off You need an Temperature adjustable pen solderer I used a HAKO Fx soldering
station , a solder sucker or copper flux solder absorber. You need lots of heat to melt this. I've
worked on circuit boards before being an electronics technician in advance engineering and
this stuff is tough to melt. You have to be careful when you remove it! When you solder it make
sure it beads and use a magnifying glass to make sure there are no cracks. The bead should
look like a smooth silver mirror Hershey kiss. If the bead appears ruff, sullen, and not shiny you
need to do it over. When done plug the cables in the best you can into the BCM without putting
on the covers on let it hang there. Turn on the car and hope the blinker problem is gone. If you
see smoke You messed up big time. If it works put all the things back together. That's the good
news. The bad news is the Tiburon gt has a massive electronic problem. I've changed both
window motors and 1 regulator. I still have a problem with the door locks and the windows after
I changed them. You may read on other sites to hit the door if the windows don't work then it's
the motor. Well make sure you hit it by the speaker. If you hit it by the controls you will shatter
the plastic inside the housing and non of your switches will work. I believe now , There has to
be a universal chip that controls the voltages going to and from the doors, Windows, and sun
roof. You need to have a schematic of this car which every electronics person needs to operate.
A surgeon needs a map of the human body. If I had this map I could figure out the problem part
causing the aggravation for so many people. I love my Tiburon and will never get rid of it. If your
like me you want to fix it. So good luck. Hope this helps all Tiburon users. I have a Tiburon. The
tach is flipped all the way around, and the rest of the gauges flip back and fourth. When I take
off all the gauges take and like shut off, like a loss of voltage. I have checked for a bad ground
or frayed wires, also checked to see if the clutch pedal is rubbing anything. Any input would be
greatly appreciated. I checked the fuses and the relays and they're good except for the 10A fuse
for the radio under the dash. That one keeps blowing whenever I start the car. The power locks
work, but only when the car is on; they don't work if the car isn't running. I'm trying to see if this
is something I can maybe fix on my own or with the help of a friend, or if I need to take it to the
dealer to fix. I don't have much experience with electrical work, but I have a brother who's a
mechanic in the Marines to help me out. He thinks the body wiring harness is screwed, but I
have no idea what that means other than sounding expensive. I appreciate any help on this
matter. January These cars have a massive problem with what I believe is the BCM body, motor
control. The problem is 2 fold, the chip starts to go bad and the wiring used in the Tiburons may
not be up to code on the cars if there is one. Additional power sources can short the BCM. You
need to do something before this happens. This changes the current coming from the chip
which results in the electrical failures the car is now facing. The thing that gets me fired up is
the car has fuses that don't blow. When a short happens its suppose to blow a fuse. This does
not happen from what I read from other post. Probably because the short is internal can't get to
the fuse. The other thing is removing the BCM is a project by itself. It took me half a day pulling
it out and putting it back in just to replace the relay. So let me say before I give you my opinion I
love the Tiburon had lots of fun with it when it worked. Heres your choices 1 replace the BCM
and wires that were damaged. There's guides on the net how to remove it and Hope to heaven
the other electronic components are not damaged. Buy a new car 3. Find the voltages the failing
components are running on if they all are 12 volts run a wire to the inputs from the battery with
a switch in between and attach them to the dash or door. Good Luck. If I replace my BCM will
update. I am having similar problems as to those mentioned and more. I have a and I have only
had it for about 6 mos. You would think if there was a short it would happen when you hit a
bump or such. Then it started to do it when I would turn on a signal, or step on the brake, etc.
Now understand it doesn't always happen. Sometimes it will go days without episode and then
just start up again. It seems like the minute I tell someone about it and they get in my car of
course I look like I am imagining it because it runs fine. Now recently it is affecting other things
like I will be driving down the freeway when all of the sudden its like I lose power for a split
second The last few times I have put gas in it doesn't register until I drive it for a while and it
now feels like it is hesitating So my question is could this be due to the BCM as well? I am
having the same exact problem but, my car kills itself once turned off and then I have to keep
trying and trying until it finally turns on, also whatever this electrical problem is, its killing the
battery, autozone now hates me for all the free batteries I keep getting since my car kills it
within a few weeks Have ypu figured out the issue!? I'm like so ready to throw in the towel and

get a new car. I love my tiburon but this BS is getting ridiculous!!!!!! If there's sparking under
the hood, it sounds like you have some kind of short and that could definitely be associated
with your lighting problem. Once you track that down and get it taken care of, you may find that
will cure all your ills. If you do need to change a fuse, that will be cheaper than a relay. But first,
find out what's sparking under the hood. It might be as simple as a wire that has rubbed raw
and is now shorting to ground. I have the same problem with my Tiburon the hazard lights stay
flashing. I took your advice and ordered 3 relays from mouser electronics. Had the TV repairman
replace them for me. The car cranks over and wont start now and the hazard lights are still
flashing. The car ran fine before i replaced the relays. Need help ASAP thanks. My lights on the
passager side stopped working bulbs n fuses r good any idea. O yeah n the speedometer dash
lights don't work. Sign In or Register to comment. Your question might be answered by sellers,
manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in
the form of a question. Please enter a question. Skip to main content. FREE delivery: March 1 4. Only 5 left in stock - order soon. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure.
We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your
information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Sold by. Include Add a Protection
Plan:. No deductibles or added costs. Parts, labor and shipping included. Drops, spills and
cracked screens covered from day one for portable products only. Other breakdowns covered
after the manufacturer's warranty expires. If we can't repair it, we'll replace it or reimburse the
purchase price with an Amazon e-gift card. Plans are only valid for new or certified refurbished
products purchased in the last 30 days with no pre-existing damage. Protection plan documents
will be delivered via email within 24 hours of purchase. Add No Thanks. Color: Smoke Housing.
This fits your. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1.
Previous page. Next page. Customers also viewed these products. It is not created or sold by
the OE car company. Customers who bought this item also bought. Compare with similar items.
Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your
request. Please try your search again later. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? See
questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system
considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It
also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images.
Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem
filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. I just received these today,
they're beautiful tail lights. Okay, we finally got around to having these put on the car and I think
they look great. However I subtracted a star because one of the holes on the back of each light
to seat fixtures in had to be trimmed on the set we received. The tabs for the turn signal lights
were too long so the light wouldn't fit in to lock it into place. It wasn't anything a Dremel with an
attachment didn't fix, but still, it added unexpected time onto the installation process. Who
knows how long it would have taken if we didn't have something handy to make the tab smaller
with. Anyway, we're overall happy with our purchase. Images in this review. I have been wanting
new tail lights for my Tiburon and after seeing all my options I knew these would look good. My
car is all black so the stock tails had to go. These look so much better in person then the
pictures. The installation was pretty self explanatory and they went on very nicely. The package
also included a set of orange bulbs for your turn signal, which was nice. I love these so much
my car looks transformed and sleek since putting these in. I highly recommend purchasing
these they don't look cheap at all. Color: Smoke Housing Verified Purchase. I love the look of
these ta
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illights. Got perfectly. Made my Hyundai look good. See all reviews. Pages with related
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